Angleterre Hotel - St Petersburg
St Isaac's Square / Ul. Malaya Morskaya 24
St Petersburg 190000 Russia
Tel.: + 7 812 494 56 66
Fax: + 7 812 494 51 25
reservations.spb@angleterrehotel.com
www.angleterrehotel.com

Guest Services

St Petersburg's Contemporary Landmark

• Instant message delivery
• 24-hour concierge service
• Twice daily servicing in rooms
• Same day laundry service
• Valeting and pressing service upon
request
• Complimentary shoe shine
• Fast check-in and check out
• Wi-Fi internet
• Medical assistance

Set amongst a picturesque network of canals and bridges, St Petersburg is a city
rich in art and culture, with a dramatic past that’s waiting to be explored. The
Angleterre Hotel is one of the first hotels in St Petersburg. In the 1920s it was
favoured by poets and Sergei Yesenin, one of Russia’s most famous poets, was a
regular guest. Today the Angleterre is dedicated to offering comfort and
refinement to its guests. From its charming and central location overlooking St
Isaac’s Cathedral, it is perfectly placed for discovering the history and romance
of the city.

Accommodation
• 192 rooms are perfect for corporate or leisure individual tourists and groups
• Marble bathrooms with robes, slippers and luxury amenities
• All rooms are air-conditioned and equipped with two-line phones, voice
messaging, high speed Internet, interactive television, minibar and safe
• Unique combination between historical landmark and contemporary design

Dining
• Borsalino Restaurant with authentic Italian cuisine

Relaxation&Entertainment

Window to Europe

• Fitness Centre
• Indoor pool, sauna, solarium
• Treatments for face and body, massages
• Angleterre Cinema Lounge
• Angleterre Art Gallery

• International airports: 2.5 hours
from Frankfurtor Munich, 3 hours
from London and 50 minutes
from Helsinki
• Five railway stations
• Convenient to reach by car from
Helsinki (3 hours) or Tallinn
(4 hours)
• Ferry connections to Helsinki &
Stockholm

Conference & Banqueting
• Theatre-style hall for up to 205 people with four languages
simultaneous translation facilities. Can be used for conferences and
presentations as well as for cinema events.
• Six meeting rooms for up to 100 people
• Business Centre

